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“Hearing Loops” Provide Effective Communications at Hunterdon Healthcare
Audio induction (hearing) loop technology is now available on the Hunterdon Healthcare campus in
Flemington, NJ. The portable loops, installed on desks and countertops in dozens of locations, offer
hard-of-hearing patients “20/20 hearing” during conversations with Hunterdon’s staff members, in
spite of all the background noise!
Clear hearing and accurate understanding is critical in medical settings because of the confidential
information that is shared and the decisions that are made while there. For those who depend upon
hearing aids or cochlear implants, these new hearing loops provide a seamless solution that delivers
crystal clear sound to the telecoil (T-Coil) built into their devices. For those with hearing loss but no
hearing aids, they may use a Loop Receiver, with headset, to hear more clearly. (They are available at
Hunterdon upon request.)
The auditorium at Hunterdon Healthcare is also looped now. The loop there benefits anyone in the
audience with a telecoil-equipped hearing device. All loops at Hunterdon were installed by Daniel
Berke, of Loop New Jersey. Dan is a licensed hearing-health professional who is a certified designer
and installer of Audio Directions’ loop systems.
Audio Directions (by Emcom Systems) is an industry leader in assistive listening technology,
providing innovative solutions in noisy and acoustically challenging public spaces. If you are unsure
about your hearing device’s telecoil, ask your hearing healthcare professional for assistance with
activating or adding it to your device. For more on hearing loss, a challenge for 48 million Americans,
visit the Hearing Loss Association of America website at www.hearingloss.org.
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Personal hearing aids/devices work well within a quiet, 6-foot radius. Beyond that, they tend to amplify
background noise and distort key sounds for understanding. An audio induction “Hearing Loop” is
the invisible solution that enhances the effectiveness of hearing devices within large, noisy public spaces.
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